Let’s fall

in love...

WEDDINGS
AT

WELCOME

WHY SIGNATURE?

- A note from Lawrence and Katie -

Our passion is to create moments of magic for every
occasion. When it comes to weddings, we love to go
above & beyond…

We understand that your wedding is one of the most special
times in your life. From choosing the venue and exchanging your
vows to bringing loved ones together, every moment matters.
We’ll never forget our wedding day and the details that made it
so special. That’s why we aim to create lasting memories in each
of our venues.
With that in mind, we are delighted to introduce one of our most
exciting wedding venues yet. We’re sure you’ll love Rainhill Hall
as much as we do.
Lastly, cheers from us, to a lifetime of love and happiness!

Elegant, extraordinary, eternally romantic
Start the next chapter of your love story with Signature Living Weddings. Creative
experts with a wealth of experience, we specialise in making your vision reality.

Katie & Lawrence x

Crafting luxury weddings designed with a difference, we pride ourselves on standing
out from the crowd. Our magnificent venues are far from ordinary, each offering something
entirely unique.
At Signature, we’re passionate about restoring heritage buildings, treasured by local people.
We preserve opulent, original features while intertwining stylish, contemporary touches.
An eclectic blend of luxury, elegance and excitement will ensure your wedding experience
is truly one of a kind. Our team listen to your vision and ignite the magic to make your wishes
come true.

Rainhill Hall is sprinkled with Signature style.
Your wedding day will be filled with magic moments that truly last a lifetime.

INTRODUCING RAINHILL HALL

enchanting venue
with a fairy tale twist

An

Discover the magic of Rainhill Hall,
a country escape enriched by history.
Nestled in the scenic suburbs of Merseyside,
Rainhill Hall is a Grade II listed country house
dating back to 1824. Enhanced by lush greenery and
majestic woodland, this luxury venue will bring your
dream wedding to life.
Carefully preserved from every angle, the historic
hall showcases a blend of timeless beauty and rustic
charm. A beautiful setting to bring loved ones
together, your next chapter starts here.
Rainhill Hall is home to two versatile wedding
venues certain to sweep you off your feet. Our
breathtaking main hall is an opulent space with a
rich history. Adorned by romantic florals and grand
chandeliers, the magic of this space is completed by
beautiful stained-glass windows.
Our spacious grounds can also be exclusively
incorporated into your day. Those with a love for the
great outdoors are invited to embrace the comforts
of nature with an ethereal woodland wedding and
botanical evening reception. With twisting trees,
twinkling fairy lights and fragrant flowers shaping a
heavenly backdrop, what better location to say ‘I do’?

GETTING MARRIED AT RAINHILL HALL

A truly

magical
experience

An oasis of calm, Rainhill Hall can accommodate more than
just your wedding day. We create moments of magic every
step of the way.
Rainhill Hall’s picturesque grounds are enhanced by rustic lakeside
cabins for complete serenity. Each of our spacious cabins exudes
luxury, with a cosy hot tub to relax and unwind.
A tranquil woodland retreat, our Bridal Suite takes wedding
accommodation to a whole new level. You can look forward to a
magical stay up in the trees with just the sweet sounds of nature and
your loved one for company.

Stay in ultimate

luxury

Those in search of traditional
accommodation can also opt for a stay
inside Rainhill Hall. This historic venue
features deluxe rooms enhanced by fine
furnishings and exquisite décor.
An idyllic spot to refresh and restore,
we also have our very own spa for a
pre-wedding pamper. Our professional
team will ensure that you’re made to feel
your very best.
Our stylish bar and restaurant can also
be incorporated into your celebrations,
offering a taste of indulgence in
spectacular surroundings.

WEDDING PLANNING AND COORDINATION

Exclusively

yours

Going above and beyond to fulfil your aspirations, our exceptional
wedding coordinators are devoted to the finer details.
The beautiful setting of Rainhill Hall can be given a splash of creative
flair by our dedicated wedding coordinators.
Starting with a blank canvas, our effervescent team will listen,
inspire and work their magic every step of the way.
With Signature Living, no two weddings are the same. Your chosen coordinator
will offer their expertise and personalise your experience exclusively to you.

Wow
factor

From classic and chic to eccentric and
extravagant, Signature weddings are
always extraordinary.

SPECIAL TOUCHES

Moments to

treasure

Beautifully

bespoke
Every element of your experience will be beautifully
bespoke. From indulgent wedding dinners to cakes iced
with elegance, everything we offer can be tailored to
your wishes.

We specialise in creating lasting
memories to treasure.
Arranging the perfect backdrop to your
occasion, you can choose from an abundance
of venue dressing options.
From delicate floral arches to divine blossom
trees, ornate candelabras and twinkling star
lights, Rainhill Hall can be tastefully
transformed into the setting of your dreams.

PACKAGES SUMMARY

Dream it...
then choose it
Our diverse wedding packages showcase the best
of what we do, ensuring you can make the most of
the occasion.
Take snapshots to treasure with your very own
photographer, add nostalgic glamour with a
photobooth or capture every angle by drone.
We also offer a wide range of avant-garde extras. Our
mix and match packages incorporate an array of
dazzling entertainment guaranteed to impress.
The whimsical charm of our picturesque gardens
can be enhanced by the graceful poise of ballerinas,
enchanting sounds of the harp, an atmospheric choir
or soulful jazz band.
Some of our most eccentric elements include
amazing champagne aerialists, sensational samba
dancers, fascinating fire breathers and the
shimmering sparks of fireworks. The wow factor will
keep guests talking for years to come.

You do the dreaming, we take care of the rest.

CONTACT US

0151 305 3753
weddings@rainhillhall.co.uk
signaturelivingweddings.co.uk

